With the Legacy® Classic Acoustical Shell, setting up great acoustics is easier than ever.

Creating acoustical shells that meet your needs is part of Wenger’s tradition. The Legacy Classic Acoustical Shell continues to set the standards for ease of setup, acoustical effectiveness and flexibility.

In its storage position, Legacy Classic Shells move through standard doorways and will roll around your facility with ease. To set it up, all it takes is one person and six rotations of a handle. The large canopy locks into one of four different angles. This provides adjustable acoustics, which benefits all types of performances from choral to instrumental.

Considering the acoustical performance, ease of use, aesthetics, Wenger customer service and the five year warranty, Legacy Classic Acoustical Shells are a great value.
LEGACY® CLASSIC ACOUSTICAL SHELL

Simple, safe one-person setup.

Roll shell into place. Lower its kick panel and raise and set the canopy.

Use tool to adjust canopy angle for optimum sound projection.

Turn handle of lift mechanism to set shell height into performance position.

Position panels together to create your finished shell.

Magnetic latch holds panels in performance position.

Canopy locks in the desired position.

Panels fit together when in performance position without overlapping.

Easy-to-turn handle on the frame raises the shell to the maximum height in just six turns.

Legacy Classic is available with a rectangular or tapered canopy.

"I cannot believe the difference in sound when the Legacy shell is up. Our gym has very good acoustics, but I can clearly tell whether or not the shell is up. The Legacy shells are very easy to work with – my kids and I can easily handle them."

– Cydney Dixon, Band Director, Lower Lake High School, Lower Lake, California

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:

- Panels are flat in standard 1" (25 mm) thick construction, 6' (1829 mm) wide
- Improved lift mechanism to raise and lower shell
- Canopy folds flat for storage and is adjustable to 45, 60, 75 and 90 degree angles
- Kicker panel provides coverage within 2' (51 mm) of floor, and folds up for storage
- All panels fit flush with no overlap shadows
- No unsightly exposed fasteners
- Fully extended height is 15' 2" (4623 mm)
- Canopy is 54" (1372 mm) high and available in tapered or rectangular design
- In storage position, unit fits through a standard 36" x 80" (914 x 2032 mm) door opening
- Available in Oyster solid color or Harvest Maple woodgrain finish
- Includes counterweighted base system, with no legs protruding in front of shell
- Tapered Canopy: 434 lbs (197 kg). Rectangular Canopy: 446 lbs (202 kg)
- Folded dimensions are 6' 6"h x 33.5"d (1981 x 851 mm). When multiple units are nested together for storage each additional shell adds 9.75" (248 mm)

186L054 Legacy Classic Acoustical Shell, Tapered Canopy, 434 lbs (197 kg)

186L055 Legacy Classic Acoustical Shell, Rectangular Canopy, 446 lbs (202 kg)

PURCHASE ONLINE!
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